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00:00:08 - 00:05:05

Hey everyone i wanna let you know about an upcoming virtual conference. You gotta check out
in an effort to bring more thoughtful dialog to the topic of mental health in the latter day. Saint
context the leading. Saints team has put together the mentally healthy saints virtual summit we
have interviewed twenty plus individuals with expertise or real life experience related to so many
mental health topics including anxiety depression eating disorders. Adhd and even screw
velocity. We will discuss all these topics as they relate to the latter day saint faith experience
and how we can all come together to better minister. Those who struggle with mental health. It's
free to attend virtually. Have you join us for more details on the topics that we will cover during
the summit and to register for free text the word lead to four seven four seven four seven or visit
leading saints dot org slash mental health again text. The word lead to four seven. Four seven.
Four seven or visit leading saints dot org slash mental health from san antonio and i support
leading saints. Because i enjoy listening to podcasts or direction of how. I can better myself for
veteran my calling at the end of the day. That's what brings me a lot of happiness. Joy in my
colleague by anything from dan duckworth rob farrell He speaks about the youth. Those might
some of you may know that leading. Saints is a nonprofit organization dedicated to helping latter
day saints be better prepared to lead and now all of us know that right. We do that by creating
content. Like this podcast. We have great additional resources at leading saints dot. Org
definitely visit there and jump in phenomenal content. My name is curb franken. I'm the host of
the leading saints podcasts. In you're in for another treat see. This isn't just the least. This
episode isn't just another episode. it's a how i lead segment where we talked with everyday
leaders and asked them. How is it that you lead. You are going to love this. One sue peterson
from elk ridge utah which is down by payson utah. She is a stake relief. Society president
shadow to her daughter whitney for connecting us. You see these. This is how these great
interviews come to pass people go to leading saints dot org slash contact put in some



information to you should really interview this person and tell us why and maybe give that
person heads up and it's phenomenal. The the remarkable interview that comes out this
interview would not have been possible. If whitney wouldn't have gotten to her email and send a
message so sue has some phenomenal insight and she sent me an outline. I've to look at it
through most of it because we were just having so much insight going here and you're going to
love it definitely. Listen to houthi utilizes what she calls the pretty president press email that she
sends to all her ward relief site presence. Every month is phenomenal and how she encourages
people to delegate on boards new early society presidents word really say presidents and gives
them support right away is a phenomenal interview. This is the type of in your view of why we do
what we do at leading saints and you're gonna love it. So here's my interview with sue. Peterson
stake relief society president. Today i have the opportunity to sit down with sue peterson. Our
you sue andy stampede. Be very good well. This is a how i lead segment where we reach out to
great dynamic individuals who maybe would never admit that they're great and dynamic inches
here but we dog with you know maybe everyday people and how they how they lead in
particular callings and it's amazing what we can learn so so you've had the experience of being.
I don't think the steak release society prisoner currently Calling okay great. And how long have
you been in that calling. It'll be years years out to half to my eighth stay. It's not counting. Last
year. he saw added another year. Say what you're doing nice how do you feel about that. Did
you push them now. Because i love him. And i love the sisters. I'm serving in. You know what
lord wants to me that suspension needed a. Did you have to be a relief. Site president at some
point idea between two thousand and two thousand into so. I have that chance which was
awesome. You know when we talked earlier you had asked me. Which calling did. I like the best
and quite frankly with her calling. I'm in is my favorite you hear from missionaries While right
now is calling his swimming.

00:05:05 - 00:10:01

There had been sunday school hours. The best one ever had. So you know it's The lord nelson.
Yeah well. that's a great way to frame it calling. This is every calling has the potential being your
favor going. And it's amazing how it turns into when you said that intention. I had a friend sadia
calling for one of three reasons. What you can do the calling calling can do for you or to test.
The members sometimes combination career. Right it depends on the yeah. That's a great in
anything. I mean when this calling was Extended to you. How did you feel. Was it intimidating.
Did you feel ready or were. How did you even begin to transition to this column question. Well
i'm always anxious to get set apart as soon as possible because down keys in that particular
calling given and then i feel that i can function better and then i just kind of i mean. Of course i'm
saying. Are you sure you know what you're doing president. Because i'm not even that nice to
release citing president. I'm a little bit out. There and i am pretty different than your average
sweets image of at state releases citing president. But i'm noticing seeing that a lot of women
leaders callings are not near cookie. Cutters sweet bet blurred his calling women who are a little
different. There's a reason for that. But i don't know i just i am so grateful for counselors
because to me counselors are a gift and as i you this i will be on your right hand and on your
left. Hand angels About you will back making also apply to counselors on your right hand or left



hand and so having them calling the prior secretary keeping her was a big move because she
knew what was going on. So is it the president. He's gonna make mistakes. And he was
prophetic. Because i have to say i'm sorry a lot and you just make jason you okay. I'm sorry.
ultra better place. This learn so if you're not the sweet relief site president however you said how
do you. What kind of really say president are you. I'm a realist. I'm very honest about what's
going on in my life. And i encourage the ordering society presidents to do the same model that
for state when we have an opportunity to teach a word conferences. I have. I have six stars
three or an active ones. Gay one's living with a friend and it is funny to watch a group of release
sisters when you say the word lesbian to them. Say my daughter less than any kind of it
released kind of amusing the And then to just talk about how the lord has walked me through
that and honesty. I see this happening in. A lot of there is not just released society but we need
to drop. If you saw it we need to be honest and say. Hey this is what's going wrong in my life
and we had a great experience with that word conference could years ago i was talking Our
president allows us to get the lesson to the release society. And i hadn't shown some talk about
what we do those care about leaving the church. Because that's how the me attacking everyone
in my counselor my presidency. They stood for and said well. I think i'll share what it's like to
have family. Were the only one who's active my husband. My children church even more in the
next one. She said well. I'm going to share what it's like win. Prayers aren't answered like when i
had flesh flesh-eating disease in that i woke up from a coma and i hear twenty percent of my
body was covered in skin graphs. And that you use later. My son took his own life and then the
secretary she said for said i'd like to talk about what is coming back to church when you have
when you're single mom. You have renovating a lot. I wanted to talk about that hard. It is to walk
in the door and those honest stories coming from Leaders which i don't buy into that whole
state. The honesty of this is what's happening in our lives in touch this Powerful stories were
powerful and they were real honest and sisters came up afterwards and made connections.
That happened to me. Or i can understand. As far as i'm concerned.

00:10:01 - 00:15:05

If you can be brutally honest and brad there are things that should not be shared on your life. I
totally get that. There's a whole lot that can do. Will we shared a mess. It can be our life then of
yours can feel free to do the same if we do this. Leaders bacon do the same in helium starts
because connections are made you through that. Oh well so did i. what did you do. This is what
i did and you know hiding behind curtains. In pretending everything's hunky dory does not do
anybody. No i in my diet soda. While we're having meetings in in. I mean i just i am who i am. I
think that's why. I'm a little bit different. Buying gifts people see mike. The john pants out walking
the dog sounds like a good different. So that's well. I hope so is what it is right exactly and i love
that you know. As far as dropping the facade. There's a lot of relief. Society sisters or really
studied presidents. Even elders presidents bishops. You know they. They want to facilitate that
type of feeling in their organization but a lot of times they don't know necessarily how to go
about in england from what you said is sometimes you have to be the first one to take steps of
dropping the facade. Anything else that you would tell. Individuals as far as how to stimulate that
vulnerability and openness in an organization. I'm you've got model that you've got to be raised



and f. Takes step into the dark. When you can say okay i might be a stay released signing
president but having my children have left the church and wish i could take as details
appearance. And they're going through that process saying okay so when my daughter he male
i went to the lord and said i remember what to do. Why do and the answer came back. Just love
her just laboring by can do that. But what is loving her. She thinks i saw in my position. And i
agree with her and very quickly. Assyria answer is not your problem. I will handle that. I will take
care of how interpreted all you have to do. Is love so sharing stories like that like this is the
mess that happened and this is a war is a mess cleaned and this is how he's involved in and i
know your sisters who don't like the way i am i the it's uncomfortable for them but you have to
understand you are the leader for some and rather she will not be. That will be someone else's
job and you will change people. It's just gonna happen. You don't want to annual apologize if
you find out but when you share things like that shocking to some individuals even though
they're real you have to understand some aren't gonna take it well and and that's unfortunate
but that is not going to keep me sean sharing Because i think it's part of the reason that i'm in
home and is sisters can no it's okay to have things falling apart and still be active matures and
the lord has given me ability to you know on one hand. I have my children who allow them joy
who aren't doing what the church is. Teaching i leave. This is so had to mash. How do you walk.
The middle will announce the atonement. That's the savior helping your walk. The middle and i
have watched parents following their children. Out of the church heated. That's how they need
to show support. Well if we can come if we can show we lead that we have realised and this is
how the lord is navigating. Those relies the nat. Tell him. I don't have to leave teen club which
urge might instill the boss in the lord. Show me how to navigate ram. So you have to just be
brave. He really do. Yeah there's a few things on underscore maybe ask follow up. questions
too. is one intel people in leadership. There's no matter what organization On average about
fifteen percent of that organization just isn't going to like you as a leader and the problem
comes. When has a leader you try and appeal to that fifteen percents Becomes your sole focus
and then you for only grows because you have The other actually like you later right any tips on
like how do you get to a place of peace with religion you know not everybody's gonna like me or
consider me a great leader or want to follow me but that's okay. We can move forward with the
ones who do want to to you. Live by the motto. What you think of me as under mike wilson is
the only opinion that matters has gone to and if i'm square with him in what i'm doing. I'm sorry if
you like who i am. But maybe the lord will were on you and media like my counselors or maybe
you will really liked your own word residence but really what you think of me.

00:15:05 - 00:20:12

None of my business. I only care what the lawyer thinks. And if i am focused on doing what he
wants me to do. Dan carried the right ones. Will like i say i just do my job as i see lord wants to
when mess up i take responsibility and i am sorry. And it works for some grazing doesn't drivers
it's that stanford Down in one of those points. I tell her say presence in their counsellors. They
won't presidency if you have done all the gm to help sisters tailgate experience with ministry or
to come to church and all the women that i work with my job is not fourteen hundred women. It's
thirteen thirteen. That's boats are my job days. Dare to ones out there serving. The sister's



doing hard work. In so i know that they're trying to do the best thing. It's in the best interest of
the sisters they serve and if those efforts aren't producing light is not there. I don't want them
carrying tonight. It makes me sad when you re seconds way making it. I can't give the sister.
She's agency sorry. But you had done what you can eve- awards hands and don't wear it. Don't
wear it. don't carry on and don't think it's your fault because his aunt now that might be kinda
different. You want to understand. Yeah fault It really is as mortals. We can only do so much and
even though sundays we could've done more and we didn't do more just dope word isn't still
involved. I in i learned this. Because i want so much from having a kid can't even tell you it's
been hard but only goodness lessons anything. The word is the master span to take anything
spinach and make into something good and if you choose to look at it that way and one of the
things as mentioning about this whole difficult situation. I don't know if i thought the word turned
his back on her. But i didn't think he'd be involved. I guess i don't know anyway. The answer that
the thought that chain which i would have never come up with so i know where it came from.
Was well sue. I didn't put in the situation in neither did you. But she himself there by while she's
there i'm gonna teacher to be in been healthy relationship. And she says same sex relationship
where gonna watch and by lean. That's exactly what he's doing because she never really had a
healthy relationship name you guys. She dated and now she's department who's fabulous and
she's learning how to be selfless and she's learning how to someone else and every in it's just
it's a marvelous fantasy and it's happening where she is the lawrence were where is your where
she is so with that principle if you look at. His sister isn't doing her minister or isn't going to come
back to your twin coeds over this bears a real chance. That's happen leaders. Worry about it
then. Don't think laurie's they're working. You know he's teaching. I sense two sisters who
maybe don't go out mystery and then they realize won't get mr two nephews so maybe i should
start doing it. You don't know how the lord is working. He certainly is standing back in waiting for
them to do things he wants to do before he gets the ball. He works with where we are to try and
help us evaded a time. I think that helps town stand. Okay down my hand. They're not
responding. The way i think they should during chance and he's still doing his thing so i trust
while that's powerful so i love that so you mentioned something. There's a few things that in
there so many directions bingo is but you talked about that. You're you're not a leader to
fourteen hundred sisters like all the sisters in your stake. I mean technically. I guess you are but
but you focus on you. Focus on those relief. Society presidents in the ward right. How did how
did you get to that. That thought handbook the handbook. My job and you know again asked to
casing sisters. I don't know but i have thirteen of the mar. Keep tracking them. I talk to them. I try
to relationship with them toward conferences. I added extra meeting where i had one on one
each one of the president's which was delightful experience. I love east women and my job is to
make sure that they have all the tools. They need to do their job effectively. 'cause it's hard
enough as it is but to have something getting away like not having the resources you need or
having greece to does not cooperate when i find out bishop that doesn't respond to his release
or announce for president i channel i stay aggressive.

00:20:13 - 00:25:06



Say look your voice are not being good mike girls and damage to change because she's got a
hard job. She needs his cooperation. So but i haven't had to do that much. Envious made in the
state president. Just like uc isn't him but basis have a word. He's very organized. His churches
very organized. One and he's made it clear. That's what state leaders do is named minister to
enchaine here. Uh-huh warriors because the warriors are a release saying. We're we say
president is fifty times harder than what i am doing. Fine just want an issue that they know
you're answering a question comes around the answer by volume. I will find it to make sure that
they have. They need and so they can do their jobs. And gosh beard shis wonderful. A winning
i. I have no used the state oregon. Which is probably why i miss. I remember asking a former
leader. Who is a district has masuma facing state. You don't see any reason for it. He was
disciple. There's keys the state resident has all of that. So you know angels state knows when
you say things like. Oh what is your she. Does this done in so now. I'm in it. The reason i love it
is because i am giving to know sisters outside my work. Andrew silo sisters and my word but i
would never know. These thirteen shange has two women. I get tour with if i had been in a
home so audience looking to manual. And we're being told what to do. And that's what i do. I
love this this concept of as a stake leader because like you said like when you're not in it
sometimes wonder what's what's the deal with these people like they do. They show up every
word conference and act like care. I don't know and and there's some other ones that job. And i
don't mean to speak generally but anyway but then you put in these these roles in remember
going from being a bishop into the state presidency and i sort of felt like oh so now i'm sort of a
bishop to thousands of people rather than hundreds of people i'm like okay. They'll that that
seems overwhelming that work. And so you sort of lose your identity sometimes and or your role
seems odd into one of these. They mentioned is like being an advocate for the ward leaders.
That you lead right Love this concept of win. Because this happens i mean i get the emails so
the of sometimes there's this friction between a relief site prisoner bishop early say presenting a
eligible president right and they don't know what to do and and so you can step in as an
advocate and go to the big guns and say hey listen. This isn't working. You need to address this
because my girls need the help your way. My girls do presidents. feel good to your mind that if
that happens. Burnout powerless about an. And sometimes it's it's not the vicious volley. It's his
leadership style is different. What hers is and she might be better decatur. He is and she doesn't
understand that. And so there's some you know. Sometimes we cancel and talk about okay so
this is what you can do to make that relationship a little bit more comfortable and maybe there's
more patients you have in. This is on the school and has the anticipation. Maybe he needs a
few more days before you can get back to you on this particular issue so it could be a lot of
things that gets my job. Nsl saying i would expect that that will go a lot smoother Positive your
relationship is with your your state president. You work with right so any thoughts or you could
speak to as far as developing a good relationship with your is implied in which gifts occasionally
small gifts rivalry. Okay all right. I find a deal. Eighteen years socks. And so i would socks with
poem and are and i put out a Residents presses this layer once a month is on sled them with all
kinds of texts and emails. By don't have to and there are some things that can wait a month
before. I tell them so. I put it all together. One thing i know. They're getting all finds social
communication. So i could pressure so you call it the pretty presidents to watch a human we
visit and we did this with code.



00:25:06 - 00:30:06

Dennis with toads zoom meetings. We just drop in oil nieces. Nike lessons all year long. We
don't dispute where conference. We want to be a presence. We want to be seeing. And i don't
know what that does but i just know that's what we're supposed to do so we just show up and
we told them we're not showing up to teach you to tell you what you're doing right heart. Which
is there. Because we want there and i want you now that you have my support and i want to
sister seceding. They're supporting you. Because people put more of horton's on this pollen title.
I do and so i just make ourselves known we're not simply mention shiels worded conference or
this is confidence. We are bare remaining my whole presidency. We all do activities. I been too
many activities learning how to make crusts and cinnamon rolls in humanitarian projects. And i
just show and so that helps. And i have to tell you why i mention those one on one meetings. I
had with each president before there were conference was fantastic because it's not fair
presidency presidency but there are some things going on in their lives. They don't want to talk
about in front of seven of the women might residency embarrassed and so it was almost as if i
had an opportunity to be a minister to ban ministering to them and talk about what's going on
into saying. Hey do that sucks in. Oh i'm so. Sorry that's happened or i love you and it was
wonderful. New president is paul. I'm meet with her individually right off the bat. Because i want
her to know who i am. I want her to know that she has my support. I wanna put her mind at ease
because now because they've been given us calling and So i just started dialogue as soon as
possible and sometimes the day biggest central park. Bmi among the doorstep saying okay.
Let's talk be now last pot. So i i think those things help. I don't know. I will not do is clinch as
state leader put extra burdens on. Stay sisters by organizing all kinds of activities for them to do
that is by john. I have two things that i can do or handled states. And so why do we do fire. Slide
him some time. We did it broadcast recently. That is for the whole steak in there. Might be a
unitarian project. Once a year but burdens presidents or on the sisters awards responsibility to
know what your sister's mead into clinton us activities and So i all. I guess should work for
myself or doing things like that. Wow wow okay there. There's all sorts of questions. I have so.
Let me back up a little bit. Pretty the president's press. Yes so this just goes to the state.
Presidency were presidencies. Okay okay okay. Because i guess i miss i miss you. Send like
once a month to all the ward me. Released descended their counselors or just the presence.
Okay and it's just like here's the information you need to know right. Whatever right sometimes
there's something in there. So sometimes i post something. That's ridiculous you know. That's
how you communicate. We just bright do something fine. Her every chance their attention in tj
principle to watch any youth speaker that six. That's something So i i don't have an inmate can
to be serious at all the more and get to know you sue. That does not surprised. Okay so this is
sounds so simple but it is so powerful. Because i remember that serving the state presidency
we would send a weekly email to all the bishops. After our state pregnancy meeting included is
where each member of the state presidency plans to be on sunday. What wards were gonna
visit. Here's the three random announcements end. Hey what you're looking for a second
counselor and the young men's frenzy in send us some names like we just put it in one email
and they knew every week they get that one email and it's amazing dislike. We didn't save it all



for the next big meeting right. And then we just sorta list of information so very simple but
extremely powerful as a state leader to just keep in touch like he's Need to every week.

00:30:06 - 00:35:13

Maybe it's just once a month from early sidey or whatever so very powerful principle come up
your time sensitive. They have to done wage. Then i find if i don't abuse the privilege of email
arena and siemian to nauseam. You notice followed all the time. When i really need to get a
point across they're much more receptive because oh this must be important. Because we don't
hear from her inbetween decree president freshen. Yeah that's awesome. As far as like showing
up in ward meetings are zoom meetings. As of late it's good that the obviously set that
expectation that standard. I'm not here with a clipboard. To take notes and give criticism. But i'm
just here being present anything else you do when you show up in general that you found
helpful. Why don't make a lot of comments because it's not. My platform gets fares. So i try not
to. I might make communication made by. I don't want to take away. Sister simply reduce the
word. Compasses here because they were zoomed conferences. Is we silicate a discussion
with sisters saying match. You haven't heard from each other three year really so we're going to
ask two questions and i want you to make comments in so you can hear from each other so you
can reconnect in and that was great because all of the meetings were different Concerns these
two questions. How do you hear him. Have you like god gale. And so you know unless i am
teaching a lesson for giving a talk. I don't wanna take over their meeting. You want to be there in
new. Sometimes i'm asked a question but not often that's funny but also do you don't critique
feeling for what's happening with the sisters award and responding to questions and whether
saying in She'll for what's happening in africa award new leadership at all. Just this is something
sisters. We have like allstate's we've got awarded for nurseries in we've got an everyone with a
retirement community so and then we care so all needs are different in every word. It's nice to
be there to touch base to here so you have a better feel for the offense on award sisters. So did
this as award conference setting where you are. You are expected to lead the discussion for
that. Sunday as i right and so you. He didn't put a lengthy lesson plan together. You went in with
two questions and said this is what we're doing for this half hour hour right here to questions.
They are mike nice now. Now in semi may comment comments on their answer just to gala
days. That yes i heard you in. What you said was important. This is what i think in. That would
some nelson so. I watched teachers who they'll ask the question class. And when it's answered
somebody says something dangerous von with the lesson. But i want person has committed to
know. Yes you heard. We said it was important and so of course that leads to a few comments.
You make your hair. But yeah no i was pontificating discussion and then those two questions
were were how did you hear him prevailing in your house spot. Vail gun catch on to the next
thing i wanted to go back to. And in invesco. Further is this This process of knowing when a
quarterly site president is in Going your doorstep as soon as possible to sort of encourage in in
the next step or any anything you'd add to that process would it looks like and also how do you
sometimes you know. There's such turnover in words may be. You're not. he missed the the
fact. That someone's getting releasing call. Does how did you keep on top of that by you. Know
i'll have issues. Tell me i. I got an email from bishop the other day work by the way. We're



changing our presidency. So i appreciate that. I just seem to find out maybe it has. I'm all over
the place. Maybe it's because i'm being senior wars not quiet in the corner. I don't know i i find
out in. It's important that i do so anything you do like as far as other than just showing up
encouraging others to take excuse outline role outline of over not just be factory duties but just
courage To because you're freaked out over wound and want to know okay you you.

00:35:13 - 00:40:03

Don't you see these are your specific. Must use it's in the handbook. This is what you must do.
But delegate your counselors these. You don't have to do everything everything is you get
women in like this and they are doers. Me get things done and so they have to have to learn
how to let go and delegate and let someone else fill out the vision for what it is. They're doing for
instance. If you turnover champ his kimball work to counselor. Say this is what you're supposed
to do now. Do you ever let her still the measure for calling. Don't else hinkie's going on but if it's
something different than what you would do but it's not wrong. What's the problem. there's no
problem. Let her do it in. A counselor suggests certain teacher to release society in is wrong. It's
you and what's the latter silver calling and we have just serve as simple state. Release any
presents. You're supposed to be promoting in just serve for us has been hard to get off the
ground. So i got commissioned to ask for a specialist assistant who each word to be trained in.
Just serve so that Stood krumrie on how it works. And then i said okay now you decide how you
want to do this in introduced to your war whether you vote presidencies in santa meeting on
zoom. Call however works. You know how to do it now. You take it in you implemented in your
ward and have she does. That is fine. You gotta let go. And so that's one thing. If you can help
presidents understand delegate let stop go you do not have to micromanage everything you do
not have to be one in charge of everything you need to be available to digital sisters and talk to
sisters and health sisters welfare nodes in health and find social service health banging you
know that kinda statue be doing a lot of the super scissor series you are and they know that a
big they have being late. Your counselors were nothing. Do jaw men and want to call mystery
secretary for everybody in your presidency. You can do that. Manuals the are getting smaller
handbooks or smaller and released the citing presidencies to paul sisters to all kinds of at haunt
signdance. Or they're really very few limitations that you can get somebody to help you if you're
the counselor and year over history timber and you would like to sister to help you. Then asks
for michigan abhorrent s. Find sister to you or maybe they should call semi. Be your assistant
sporadic stranded Do it all by yourself. And now ted. I want to get across to these releases
saying presence and to help. Now you or in this pauline. Because he does not call a release the
site president as an important point just any money. He prepared you. He shows you. You may
not think you have what it takes you do you will learn. You will make mistakes you will offend
sisters left and right or you will apologize and your unique or exactly what you're worth needs at
this time. I believe you are ever called by accident nostrils calling like this guy because women
are very important to the lawrence were in its metlife accident. We have a profit with nine dollars
into strong wise. He understands women's will immature and women in a long wasted reading
charge. So why he someone in a leadership position war if it was just an afterthought that
prisons fan prepared ends are not ready to lead as powerful. So and i love this concept of of you



know we. We hear the mantra ladas first delegation. You delegate you should delegate more.
Don't do yourself but i love that you add this part to it and let it go like you can't teach delegation
without including that step of actually need a lotta go. I don't mean like a science to do it and
then you know you have a responsibility to know what's happening that way. Anything sketchy
then okay. But most of the time. It's not that but you still need to know and understand that.
Nothing's wrong with this solution wrong with this john.

00:40:03 - 00:45:03

What i'm a do let's let happen and you might find out that it was better results ambassador
approach the you had because guess what you don't have all the answers. Don him of the
revelation you know each one of those cancers in the secretary have been set part in their
responsibility so letting enjoy won't have to ask every time somebody mentions. They have an
outline or something like that. I get emails. Hey can i get that outline. So with your outline of
what you do. New release site presidents. Is that something you'd be willing to share again.
We'll put it in the show notes or somewhere that people can access it. But i just know the emails
you're gonna come so might as well ask. The question is from your sister. Your mom by dr ray
scene told sue before gorgeous. Just my mom's zealand here this and maybe her daughter.
That's if but if anybody else happens to stumble across on the podcast life market then. We
rejected so awesome men. I haven't even glanced at the la and you sent me but it looks like
we've covered. Most this is great. It's been very organic and we just went in different places as
far as just like other either technologies you use or our systems you put in place you know like
you mentioned the system of showing up to help. Newly released presents any other systems or
technologies. You use to succeed. You're calling you know. I find it really interesting. How the
lord like you said. He spends since cove in and inexpensive derived but he has given us this
technology. And i almost think he said to you. You were releasing down there force. You were
out use it. I m the benefits of it and oh my goodness. There are many things differently that
women in my presidency. Some of them work fulltime. That last thing. I wanna do is say. Hey
come home and come to me. Well i don't wanna do that to them. I don't have to more. We can
get on zoom meeting and during the eating your dinner because she just got home from work.
And i don't have to pull her away from her home sch- and two four when you have a needs with
word presents to your presidency. Their presidency for like orientational were conference to try
and coordinate schedules to be in the same room physically. The same time isn't nightmare for
our secretary. So picking them on his zoom. Call this linking beating gela for me. This one could
be actually on the road. You can do insult. Meanwhile new is absolutely from now on an we also
have a youtube channel for our state and every week on thursday mornings we have also
studied class. Decision state using institute manual. We have four teachers in st calls and
teaching our lesson and twenty five sisters But we also have it. rochester cast. We believe that
so issue at home watch so we leave me out for dare celsius district. Watch him the the fireside
drive cast we had. We did it as a youtube channel. And i flat it up for us to watch who can watch
lie and we started a new video series. Called how i hear him. And it's a collection of short two to
five minute videos. Assist us in state share something they have recently learned about savior
as possible experienced share on the short snickers in i legal spare and we advertise my face



and i also grief as expressed so the numerous around. And it's just another hopefully away for
sisters to hear And stay and hear their experiences savior so we have. We have our. We have
youtube channel. 'cause so when you say you have youtube channel this the stake relief society
channel versus a general stake. Gentlemen state elkridge safely society channel. Be that way
special. That's awesome piazza. Enjoy bill thing with technology. We've been forced to things to
be done differently. Islands out at two on a little vacation in Acquisitioning in between that. I'm
harry meetings with presidents presidency's a personal finance self reliance class in venus. And
i thought the lord is making it possible for us to multitask because as we know from justice That
talks about that.

00:45:03 - 00:50:21

Basically lord will speed up time. He's going to speed time up sears. Through this faster in we
feel can't wait next week will be. Christmas is just breezy show. In order for us to identify we
need here. Folks lit. Learn this technology in use it in multi with so that you can get more done
in a short period of time and so i see that it's being also you know temples Close well temple.
Attendance was down a little. So it's lord saying not going. Well let's see how you can't go. And
i'd like to see a resurgence of stays a high level for temple attendance because it goes out the
new film. Everybody's they're back down. Well let's hope we learned a lesson you know that
we're gonna go or gets along time soon. Our full powerful stuff. Sue so last question i have for
us. Just reflecting on your time as a stake relief site president. How is being a leader to become
a better follower of jesus christ by understanding well it. My favorite scripture is found in john
fifteen five year branches unified in me and i in him saying brings forth much street for without
me to do nothing and one of the primary was incense yet. Lord belong more with my life. And i
believe they. Oh boy. do i believe that an understanding that you work together as a team to
give the most down in be good at your job in also learn. I'm not a women's libber by even power
of women. And i have six dollars. You know all powerful women and my paycheck a lesson us a
little warning there to you know to follow their leaders new church and so i've taken heart in
counsel a lot with my stay president who's wonderful and president nelson having us women
understand the role of restated Better has been really important. I think for me and for me to
understand that. If there's a difference to increase the power restored insist Restated actress
staff priesthood keys and so working together as a team mid women that helps me be a better
follower. You know what i say. Every edged prepares you for the next clone. And i'm to him per
trick nice when votes but before doing act dating minutes i had been encamped by here. I had
been an advisor in. I have done the edge. You know so i could learn. Camping skills said no to
go spins in. I was faced with organizing a hand part tra- it would have been a harder would have
been so much harder so be follower in doing things that the lord off received to do needlessly
see stalls orient. What do you mean we loss leader. Well it was one of the most wonderful
experiences. I still a relationship with these boys. So i don't wanna turn these down. I trust the
words in charge. You can trust leaders. I have to do these. Things are doing what he wants to
do. So being a team player is just who shall it really is. That concludes my interview with sue.
Peterson wasn't she a hoot. I loved that interview. I'm sure you did as well. So insightful so real
so much to learn from. This'll probably be one. You should review a few times. I definitely share.



If you know a word early steady present a stake relief say present. I mean even a stake
presidency. This would be so good for any stake leader to hear because she just has some truth
bombs some incredible insight as far as how to really establish yourself in that calling on the
state level. So would you mind dropping this link in an email facebook page. Whatever you gotta
do and make sure you share this. This'll be so helpful and blessed so many lives more ears. We
get this audio in. So we'd appreciate it and again. Thank you whitney for suggesting your mom.
If there's anybody else who thinks they have a good suggestion for a how. I lead segment on the
leading saints podcasts. Go to leading saints dot org slash contact put in the information and
we'll see if we can make it happen and don't forget to register for free for the mentally healthy
saints virtual summit by texting the word lead to four seven four seven four seven or visiting
leading saints dot org slash mental health. It came as a result of the position of leadership which
was imposed upon us by the god of heaven who brought forth a restoration of the gospel of
jesus christ and when the declaration was made compared the own and only true and living
church upon the face of the earth.

00:50:21 - 00:50:37

We were immediately put in a position of loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we
cannot shrink nor run away and which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability.


